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WE SAFEGUARD THE ENVIRONMENT

OUR ADDED VALUE

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

The environmental aspect characterizes the
industrial process both on a strategic level,
being the process itself dedicated to the "recovery of waste", and on the implementa�on
level, making use of low impact technologies in
turn. From an environmental point of view, the
process has various dis�nc�ve elements that
determine a high value, especially according to
the concept of "Circular Economy":
- the reuse of high quality rubber powder as a
vulcanizable polymer can subs�tute in mixture
of the deriva�ve products of the
oil (SBR) or natural products (NBR) reducing the
consump�on of primary resources;
- the aspects that minimize the environmental
impact are the emissions of process consis�ng
of water steam and the water used in the
process it is recycled in closed loop up to 10
�mes;
- no addi�ves are used in the process;
- minimum waste: the non-recovered part of the
ELT, about 5%, is mainly composed of fragments
of steel and rubber which can be further
treated, for example, in a tradi�onal mechanical
system.

The four elements that dis�nguish Pneus Jet Recycling technology from exis�ng conven�onal systems are:
1. AUTOMATIC RECOVERY of medium and large ELTs with diameters up to 4 meters and 5 tons in weight;

Through the "Pneus Jet Recycling" process,
the following are recovered:
• 25% of steel
• 70% of granulate/powder of rubber
for a total of 95% of the weight of �res treated.

2. Precise and complete SEPARATION of rubber-metal composite
materials, which allows almost total recovery (up to 95%); while
systems, even waterjet, comparable to ours recover only a small
percentage of product (20-30%);

The value of this 70% is given by the par�cle size distribu�on
and the nature of the powder itself which has a high percentage
of devulcaniza�on, a high speciﬁc surface and a high reac�vity in
new compounds.

3. THE QUALITY of the powder and rubber granulate obtained
have high rheological proper�es suitable for reuse in compounds
for various applica�ons;

For this reason these powders can be used in new compounds
no longer as ﬁllers but as reac�ve substances, represen�ng a
great economic saving factor, in addi�on to the environmental
value given by the return to the primary cycle of a material.

4. THE ENERGY COST of recovery, understood as the amount of
energy in KWh to obtain 1 kg of product, is compe��ve with
other �re recovery systems, but it remains clear that the quality
of our recovered rubber is much higher.
Pneus Jet Recycling end-of-life
�res recovery systems implement a process that represents a
valid technological alterna�ve to
tradi�onal mechanical crushing
systems and an innova�on in the
product obtained that makes it
reusable as a raw material in the
compounds of �res and rubber
products.

THE CRUMBLER®

THE INDUSTRIAL PLANT
The typical industrial plant is able to treat 8000/10000 tons of ELT
per year completely automa�cally, limi�ng manual opera�ons to
those of entry and exit.
The ﬁrst step is to check and wash the �res to obtain the uncontaminated ﬁnal product.
In the second step the �res are divided into three pieces, the sides
are separated from the tread.
The third step consists of the actual disintegra�on of the rubber, up
to the cleaning of the steel structure, carried out separately for the
tread and sides in two diﬀerent types of Crumbler, one for the tread
and the other for the sides.
The granulate and water that fall to the bo�om are collected and
sent on for the next step; belts, heels and other steel parts are
collected separately in a special container.
In the fourth step, the rubber is separated from the water by means
of a screw separator and an automa�c ﬁlter and then pushed towards
the dryer.
In the ﬁ�h step, the dried rubber is classiﬁed by size of the granules
and packed in big bags.
In the sixth step, the granulated rubber can be ﬁnely ground (Micronized) and packed in a big bag.
The seventh step includes the recovery and treatment of water for
the recircula�on of the same: it is thus possible to reuse the water in
the UHP circuit.

Our patented technology has as its purpose the treatment of
waste, in par�cular end-of-life �res (ELT), and the consequent
recovery of the materials that cons�tute them.
The main objec�ve is the real recovery, avoiding to generate, if not
in small part, other waste to be disposed of or treated in turn.
The process using this device involves dividing the �re into three
parts beforehand, that is, separa�ng the tread from the two sides
in order to be able to treat them separately using two diﬀerent
types of equipment.
In par�cular, the Crumbler has the purpose of breaking up the
tread of the �res previously separated from the two sides by means
of Water-Jet technology.
End-of-life �res (ELT) represent a very large environmental
problem, mainly due to the stability of the components which
determines a "natural degrada�on" �me of more than 100 years.
The recycling technologies used to date are essen�ally of
mechanical type and have some limits:
- The quality and characteris�cs of the recovered rubber, in the
form of granulates and powders, reusable only as an inert material.
- The maximum size of �res that can be worked with mechanical
systems, which makes it impossible to dispose of en�re categories
of �res, s�ll located in large deposits in mining areas or large
construc�on sites.
To overcome the above limits, it is possible to use water cu�ng
technology, known in the sector with the term Water-Jet technology.
In fact, by using Water-Jet technology, with water at a pressure
between 2,000 to 3,000 bar, it is possible to overcome the limits
set out above, obtaining more advanced results, listed below:
- The recovered rubber, in the form of granulates and powders, is
in a large percentage de-vulcanized and therefore reusable in
replacement of the virgin rubber and not only as an inert material.
- There is no maximum size of the �res that can be worked with the
Water-Jet system, and it will thus be possible to dispose of all large
ELTs by recovering their components.

THE PNEUS JET RECYCLING PROCESS
"Pneus Jet Recycling" has developed a new process using waterjet
technology. Star�ng from academic studies and some pilot experiments, he has perfected the technology, systema�cally ac�ng on
diﬀerent parameters and op�mizing the results achieved in the
various phases, thus obtaining granulates and rubber powders
with dimensional and chemical characteris�cs of considerably
higher quality than those obtainable with the mechanical shredding processes.
The most important innova�ve aspects of our process can be listed
as follows:
- the most qualifying aspect consists in iden�fying the opera�ng
condi�ons to obtain an energy consump�on such as to make it
economically convenient, unlike all the numerous a�empts made
so far in Italy and in other countries;
- the other aspect is to produce a quality of powder that can be
used directly in the compounds, instead of virgin or regenerated
rubber;
- a further aspect is represented by the possibility of trea�ng large
ELTs which, with the processes available to date, can only be
disposed of in landﬁlls or, at most, used as fuel.
The excellence of the results achieved by "Pneus Jet Recycling"
consists not only in technology and related patented equipment,
where it has achieved more advanced objec�ves than other
subjects who have dedicated themselves or who are dedica�ng
themselves to similar projects, but also in the know-how acquired
using this technology and op�mizing the various process parameters.
In par�cular, the ﬁne granules and powders obtained with this
process have a degree of devulcaniza�on of 40-70% (depending on
the condi�ons of the process) which make it a product of a considerably higher value than the "inert" powders obtained up to
today with mechanical processes.
Furthermore, the process is "environmentally friendly" because it
does not produce signiﬁcant emissions and the water used is
largely recycled (> 90%).
Given that there is an almost total transforma�on of a waste, ELT,
into raw materials, rubber and steel, reusable in a primary
produc�on cycle, the condi�on of "circular economy" materializes. The data that quan�ta�vely characterize this aspect are
represented by the energy savings obtained for each ton of ELT
sent for recovery: on average 18,000 kWh are saved.

